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DECISION

In_ALAB-785, 20 NRC 848 (1984), we affirmed most of the

Licensing Board's various decisions ciencerning the

supplementary cooling water system (SCWS) for the Limerick

nuclear facility. With respect to two matters, howe'ver, we

remanded and directed the Board to give intervenor Del-Aware

Unlimited, Inc., an opportunity to submit new versions of

its contentions V-16 and V-14, relating to the salinity of

the Delaware River and the impact of the SCWS on a
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designated historic district. Id. at 869-70, 876.1

Del-Aware submitted new contentions dealing with these

subjects, and the Licensing Board has once again rejected

them. ASLB Menorandum and Order of November 8, 1984

(unpublished) . 2 Del-Aware appeals from this decision, and
t'> ..

applicant Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo) and the NRC
~

staff oppose the appeal. We affirm the Licensing Board.

A.

The extensive history of the litigation of the SCWS for

Limerick is set forth in several earlier decisions that span

more than a decade. See, e.g., ALAB-785, supra; ALAB-262, 1

NRC 163 (1975); LBP-74-44, 7 AEC 1098 (1974). Briefly, PECo

plans to supplement the cooling water for its Limerick plant

(located on the Schuylkill River) with water from the

Delaware River. The water is to be transported to the plant

1 In an attempt to broaden the scope of our remand,
Del-Aware sought reconsideration of ALAB-785. We denied
this request in our Order of October 10, 1984 (unpublished).

Both Del-Aware and applicant Philadelphia Electric
Company petitioned the Commission for review of ALAB-785.
See 10 C.F.R. S 2.786 (b) (1) . The Commission declined review
on February 22, 1985.

2 These were Del-Aware's last two contentions in this
operating license proceeding. With their rejection,
Del-Aware is no longer a participant in this case. Other
portions of the proceeding, however, remain pending before
both the Licensing Board (i.e., offsite emergency planning)
and us (i . e . , three appeals by other intervenors from the
Licensing Board's authorization of a low-power license for
the facility).
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via several transmission mains and pumping stations. This

is part of a larger project known as the Point Pleasant

g3g Diversion, named for the location of the intake pipe on the

Delaware River (Point Pleasant, Pennsylvania).
.

In the operating license phase of the proceeding,

Del-Aware sought to litigate a number of environmental

issues. Several such contentions were admitted and

addressed at lengthy hearings. Among the contentions that

were not admitted was one that alleged that operation of the

SCWS would adversely affect the water quality (specifically,

the salinity) of the Delaware River and its estuary

(contention V-16). The Licensing Board excluded this

contention because it found that changes in water salinity

are a function of water allocation, which in turn is

determined by the Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC).
>

Litigation of a salinity contention, in the Deard's view,

would substantially conflict with the DRBC's water

allocation authority, contrary to the Delaware River Basin

Compact. We disagreed with the Board's interpretation of

the Compact and found that it presented no impediment to the
.

admission and litigation of an otherwise acceptable

contention concerning the impact of the SCWS on the salinity

of the Delaware River. We therefore held that Del-Aware was

entitled to an opportunity to litigate contention V-16. But

because the NRC staff had issued its final environmental'

statement (FES) for Limerick in the interim and it addresses
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salinity, we required Del-Aware to reformulate its

contention in light of the FES. ALAB-785, supra, 20 NRC at

866-70.

Another Del-Aware contention previously excluded by the

Licensing Board concerned the' aesthetic impacts of the Point

Pleasant pumping station on the Point Pleasant Hictoric
~

District, recently declared eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places (contention V-14). We

determined that Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. S 470f, requires consideration

of'such a contention. Consequently, we directed the

Licensing Board to permit Del-Aware to resubmit its

contention V-14. -As in the case of Del-Aware's salinity

contention, however, we noted that the FES addresses the

impact on the Historic District; thus, Del-Aware was obliged

to frame its' revised contention V-14 in terms of the FES
~

treatment-of this issue. ALAB-785, supra, 20 NRC at 874-76.

On remand, Del-Aware submitted two revised contentions

V-14 and V-16 purportedly in accordance with our decision.

The Licensing Board rejected both, concluding that they

exceeded the scope permitted by ALAB-785 and lacked adequate

:
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bases and specificity as required by 10 C.F.R. S 2. 714 (b) .

at 2.3ASLB Memorandum and Order of November 8, supra,

B.

Del-Aware objects on appeal to the Licensing Board's

treatment of each of its revised contentions. It argues

generally that the decision simply reflects the Board's
'

previous disinclination to 'dmit either contention. It alsoa
.

complains that the Board effectively required it to

" litigate" its contentions as a precondition to their

admission. Del-Aware elaborates on these general arguments

in the context of each contention.
.

1. -Del-Aware's revised contention V-16 alleges

essentially two things. First, contrary to the DRBC

findings relied on by the staff, the Point Pleasant'

Diversion will adversely affect the salinity of the Delaware

River. Second, the staff's FES reflects no independent

judgment, but rather improper deference to the DRBC, on this

natter. 'The proffered bases for this contention are Section

^

9.and Appendix 0 of the FES and several studies, reports,

letters, etc. The Licensing Board rejected the. contention
-

.

10 C.F.R. S 2. 714 (b) requires a party to set forth
"the bases for each contention . . with reasonable.

specificity."

4
Revised contention V-16 and its bases are set out'in

their entirety in Appendix A.

- . .- - - .-- -_ - . __ _ - - - - -
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because, inter alia, it did not mention any changes or new

information that has come to light in this regard since the

construction permit was issued. It also found the bases of

the contention were not specific enough. In this

. connection, the Board noted that many of the documents to

which Del-Aware referred were not identified with enough

specificity to locate them,~ and that Del-Aware had failed to

provide copies of them to the Board and other parties. Id.

at 3-4.

On appeal, Del-Aware first takes issue with the

Licensing Board's requirement of a nexus between the revised

salinity contention and a change or new information since

the issuance of the construction permit. According to

Del-Aware, the Board inaccurately paraphrased and

interpreted ALAB-785 in imposing this requirement. We

disagree. Del-Aware has apparently overlooked our statement

that "[t]he admission and litigation of any reformulated

salinity contention must, of course, be tied to changes or

new information that has come to light since the issuance of

the construction permit for Limerick." ALAB-785, supra, 20
~

NRC.at 870 n.73. As discussed elsewhere in that decision,

an operating license proceeding is not intended to provide a

forum for the reconsideration of matters originally within

the scope of the construction permit proceeding. See id. at

870-71. Thus, it was incumbent on Del-Aware to identify,

for example, new information concerning the effect of the

_ _ - -
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Point Pleasant Diversion on the salinity of the Delaware

River.

Del-Aware's next point is less clear. It appears to

argue that the bases _for its contention V-16 are, in fact,

reasonably specific.5 It focuses on the part of its

contention that questions the staff's reliance on the DRBC

findings. Del-Aware asserts that the staff's improper

deference to the DRBC is evident from the minimal attention

directed to the salinity issue in the FES itself. Again, we

do not agree.

We specifically found in ALAB-785 that the staff could,

but need not, rely on the scientific data and inferences

drawn by the DRBC and other agencies. Essentially the

choice is the staff's -- so long as it exercises independent

judgment in making its ultimate conclusions about the

environmental impact of the Limerick facility. Id. at 868

n.65. The FES does indeed show that the staff relied to a

great extent on the DRBC's findings, particularly on the

salinity issue. See FES (NUREG-0974) at 9-21, 9-27 to 9-28,

0-26 to 0-34. This is understandable, however, given that
-

.

5
Del-Aware does not challenge the " bases and

specificity" requirement itself. All contentions must
satisfy this long standing requirement of the Commission's
Rules of Practice. See 10 C.F.R. S 2.714 (b) ; BPI v. AEC,
502 F.2d 424 (D.C. Cir. 1974). We reminded the parties of
this requirement in ALAB-785, supra, 20 NRC at 855.

. _ .
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the critical comments of the Department of Interior (DOI)

.and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on this issue

-- filed in response to the draft environmental' statement --

were directed to analysis done by the DREC. See id. at

A-98, A-107. Although the staff's treatment of this issue

in the FES could have been more substantial, Del-Aware's
~

brief references to the FES fail to provide an adequate

basis from which to cast serious doubt on the independence

of the staff's ultimate judgment.

It is noteworthy in this regard that Del-Aware has

failed to point with any degree of specificity to any study

that refutes the DRBC salinity findings explicitly adopted

by the staff. We are thus uncertain about just what it is

that Del-Aware wants to litigate in contention V-16 -- what

impact the Point Pleasant Diversion will have on the quality

of the Delaware River, or how much work the NRC staff

independently did on this issue. See generally Philadelphia

Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and

3) , ALAB-216, 8'AEC 13, 20-21.(1974).

The Licensing Board properly criticized Del-Aware for
~

failing either.to cite specifically, or to provide to the

Board and parties, the documents on which it bases its'

contention. Contrary to Del-Aware's apparent

misunderstanding, the Board did not expect Del-Aware to

point to " evidence," already formally in the record, as

support for its newly revised contention. Nor did the Board
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expect Del-Aware to " prove" its contention before it was

even. admitted. All the Board meant was that, if Del-Aware

intended to rely on certain documents as the bases for its

contention V-16, it was obliged to provide them to the Board

and the parties, or, at a minimum, to describe them with

reasonable specificity so as to facilitate locating them.

Without the documents, the Board could hardly make a

judgment as to whether they provide a basis for Del-Aware's

contention. The reasonableness of such an expectation is

patent. Likewise clear is Del-Aware's failure here to meet

this minimal obligation. See Appendix A.6

2. Del-Aware's revised contention V-14 alleged that,

contrary to the FES, the cleared areas, parking lots,

transformer pads, and possible walls of the Point Pleasant

Diversion will permanently destroy the ambiance and

integrity of the Historic District and its natural hillside

6 Del-Aware's cryptic, nonspecific references to
various " studies" are of no value. Other than the
references to the FES for Limerick, we~ simply do not know
where to look for the asserted support for Del-Aware's
contention. Even the reference to " DOI letter, July,1983"
' is confusing, because DOI's comments on the draft
environmental statement were filed in August 1983. See FES,
supra, at A-95 to A-102. The NRC's adjudicatory boards
should not have to conduct or complete a party's research
for it. Further, considering the length of time during
which Del-Aware has been actively involved in litigation
concerning the Point Pleasant Diversion, both at the NRC and
in other forums, and the fact that it is represented by an
attorney, it is not unreasonable to demand a clear
identification of the materials on which it relies.

- - - - . . - - , . - .- . - .-. -. - - _ -
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frame. .It'also referred to a major impact on the Delaware

Canal (a National Historic Landmark), assertedly not-

cons'idered by the Army Corp's of Engineers - (which issued the

permit authorizing construction of the intake at Point

; Pleasant) or'the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.

The bases for the contention consist of references to
.-

~ several-studies and documen'ts. The Licensing Board,

rejected the contention for the same reasons it rejected

! contention V-16. It found that the bases for.the contention

.were " extremely. vague," and that Del-Aware again failed to

provide the documents on which it relied or to cite to them

-- with.reasonableEspecificity. 'ASLB Memorandum and Order of

November.8,' supra, at 5.

~ Del-Aware's complaints on appeal from the Board's

ruling on' contention V-14 thus-parallel those heard in

connection with the. salinity contention. Del-Aware' claims
-

its.-references are' reasonably specific. It also' contends

_

that-the staff's FES gives only perfunctory _ treatment to the

'

_ project's impac't on the Point Pleasant Historic District,

relying to;an impermissible extent on a Memorandum of
.

~ Agreement among-the Army Corpstof Engineers, the<

Pennsylvania State Historical Preservation Officer, and the

7 Revised. contention V-14 and its bases are set out'in.
<

;

.their entirety in Appendix B.

;

i.

L~
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federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.

According to Del-Aware, such reliance is particularly

unwarranted because the Memorandum of Agreement considers

only certain aspects of the Historic District and ignores

the elements enumerated in contention V-14 (i.e., the

natural hillside frame and intrusions caused by parking

lots, transformer pads, and''possible walls).

Although the staff's discussion in the FES of the

impact of the project on the Point Pleasant Historic

District is not particularly impressive (see FES, supra, at

4-55, 5-36),8 neither is the basis supplied by Del-Aware for

its contention. Del-Aware once again refers, in only the

most general terms, to "(s]tudies," a "[c]ourt statement,"

and "other PECo documents," but fails to provide or to

identify them with adequate specificity. See Appendix B.

The single specific reference -- to the " Memorandum of

Understanding" (sic) -- does not support the point for which

it is urged, that the hillside surrounding the Historic

District was not considered. In fact, the Memorandum of'

.

8 In its brief on appeal, the staff refers us to
additional discussion of the Point Pleasant Historic
District in the FES at G-39 to G-40 and G-89 to G-90. This
reference is actually to the Licensing Board's discussion of
Del-Aware's contention V-16a concerning primarily noise
pollution, found in the partial initial decision already
reviewed in ALAB-785. It is therefore not directly relevant
.to the point at issue here -- the visual impact of the
project on the Historic District (contention V-14).

t
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Agreement _provides for a " landscaping plan to minimize the

-visual impact of the pumping station and boundary fence on

the' visual setting of the District, that is consistent with

the existing natural setting of the area." NRC Staff

Testimony'of Brian J.-Richter, fol. Tr. 1118, Exhibit 4 at

4-5.9 The Memorandum of Agreement also provides for

restoration of areas disturbed-by construction of the

project.10-

As in the case of contention V-16, Del-Aware was

obliged to do more than' simply state that the FES did not

adequately consider the impact on the Point Pleasant

LHistoric District. It did not have to prove its thesis, but

was. expected to supply some cognizable basis as support for

the charge. Having failed to do so, Del-Aware cannot now

complain about the Board's rejection of its contention.
e

' The Richter testimony is found immediately after the
NRC Staff Testimony of Anthony Policastro, fol. Tr. 1118.

<- -(Because .the FES (at 5-36) specifically refers to the
L Memorandum, it would have been preferable for the latter to

be' incorporated as an Appendix to the FES.) Though not
;; reflected on the face of the document, the Memorandum of

Agreement was executed by all-three parties. See Tr.. 1117;
Richter Testimony, fol. Tr. 1118, supra, at 5 n.4.

- 10 In'ALAB-785, supra, 20 NRC at 876-78, we explained
-why Del-Aware's arguments with respect to possible walls in

,

the area ~of the Delaware Canal were untimely. They are even'

. more untimely now and thus were properly rejected by the
-Licensing Board. We note, however, that the Memorandum of
Agreement specifically provides for restoration of the Canaln
area. See Richter Testimony, fol. Tr. 1118, Exhibit 4,
supra, at 2-5.

t,
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We observed in ALAB-785, supra, 20 NRC at 885, that

the environmental impacts of the Limerick
supplementary cooling water system have been the
subject of considerable attention both at this
agency and in numerous other forums. Del-Aware's
general assertion that there has been an effort to
avoid review of these impacts or to conceal them
in some manner is without merit.

~

As to two of its specific c1 aims (salinity and historic

impacts),'however, we concluded that Del-Aware was entitled

to another chance to raise these matters, subject to the

usual requirements for the admission of any contention.

Del-Aware has failed in'its attempt to put forth a

reasonably specific basis for either contention. We

therefore affirm the Licensing Board's Memorandum and Order

of November 8.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

1,, , J h. n ' A. J

Barbara A. Tompkins
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

.
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APPENDIX A

Del-Aware's revised contention V-16 (Oct. 19, 1984) reads:

The diversion will, contrary to the DRBC's
contention adopted by the staff in the FES
(Section 9 and Appendix 0), adversely and
unacceptably affect salinity levels and water
quality (dissolved oxygen levels) in the Delaware
River, and receiving waters, causing problems with
fish, drinking water and other uses, and requiring
major construction, and could be reduced or
eliminated to avoid that impact. The FES
inappropriately gave DRBC, not DOI or NRC, the
"last word", and failed to reflect NRC's
independent judgment.

Basis: FES Section 9; DOI letter, July 1983;
Interstate Water Management Agreement of 1983 and DRBC staff
review of its-Recommendations, including the review and
staff comment of the Basinwide Drought Management Plans,
(April 1984), the New Jersey studies pursuant to the
Agreement, (Draft, Summer 1984) and the plans to reactivate
Tocks Island show that there is a significant present and
projected salinity intrusion caused by low flow and
diversions of which Limerick is a significant part. Oyster
bed problens documented by DOI, use of DRBC contentions over
DOI studies and conclusions not justified or qualified.
Blue Marsh flows planned to prevent salinity (FES, D-3) will
be less effective than Delaware River flows would be. (See
Merrill Creek EIS). Tocks Island and Merrill Creek studies
show the extent of construction needed. (See FES [A]ppendix
0, showing DRBC reliance on future construction. Gky
studies for Bucks County (April, June , 1984) show this can
be avoided by eliminating or reducing Limerick, or taking
water from the Schuylkill (with lesser impacts).
Cancellation of Unit II is in the public interest, contrary
to FES, in that only $700 million spent, and no need for
energy; cancellation will also reduce risks of accident.
Re: receiving waters, see EHB Decision pp[. ] 26-27, 100-02,
(6/18/84) regarding impact on receiving waters.

.

_____. __ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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APPENDIX B

Del-Aware's' revised contention V-14 (Oct. 19, 1984) reads:

Contrary to the FES, [t]he project will
permanently destroy the ambiance and integrity of
a [n] eligible National Historic District-(Point .

Pleasant), by causing a. permanent loss of the
natural hillside frame, by intrusions of cleared
areas, parking-lots,. transformer pads and possible
walls not disclosed to, or considered by, the
Advisory Council and not considered by the Corps,
including a major impact on the National Historic
Landmark (Delaware Canal) included in the
District. Locational and functional alternatives
to avoid the harm exist.

Basis: Studies of the Bucks County Conservancy; Court
statement of U.S. Attorney in Del-AWARE v.-Baldwin (neither
the Corps nor the other parties to the Memorandum of
Understanding considered or passed upon the hillside);
' actual scenery (which can be substantially restored if the
project is dropped). Regarding alternatives; see V-16 and
see PECo 1979 Assessment and other PECo documents.

.

.


